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Prometheus Books, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language: English . This
book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than
this where possible. Brand New Book. Want to sort out the claims of experts, pseudo-experts, scam
artists, and liars alike? Want to protect yourself from the dangers of the ubiquitous nonsense and
outright frauds that assault you from every side? Want to become acquainted with the pleasurable
activity of discovering truth while enhancing your sophistication as a thinker? In this erudite yet
entertaining handbook on critical thinking, Dr. Bernard M. Patten uses neuroscience, psychology,
and psychiatry to teach you to do all this and more. He shows you that clear thinking is not just fun
but also keeps you out of trouble, makes you more efficient, helps you develop and maintain
prosperity, and generally gives you an edge in both your personal and business life. A Board
Certified neurologist and a lecturer in formal, informal, and symbolic logic at Rice University, Dr.
Patten has the scientific background as well as the philosophical training to give readers the most
reliable and current information on how the brain thinks, learns, and remembers. By...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to start on looking at but really enjoyable to learn. It usually will not charge excessive. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K a r ia nne Deckow-- K a r ia nne Deckow

It becomes an remarkable publication that we have possibly go through. It is among the most remarkable book i actually have read through. Your lifestyle
period will likely be transform when you total reading this publication.
-- Dom inique B er g str om-- Dom inique B er g str om
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